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crores, which has been 
detailed in the table -2, 
Addendum to CP no. 
03/2019-20 Page 15. 
The Authority at this 
stage has not 
considered some costs 
like differences in GST, 
site barricading, etc. in 
view of uncertainty in 
actual cost. However, 
the Authority will true up 
the RAB based on 
actual cost during the 
tariff determination of 
the second Control 
Period. 

1·_··------_·······,_···__ ·.. ···,· .. ···,·..---_·_--··_----·,,·".....""".,,,.-,,,,.--......,,-,,.....-.------.--------------------.-.----------------...... ..--.------.-- ... -.-..--- ..--------.------ ..-.---- .....---.-
j AERA is requested to consider the revised estimated cost of apron I 
: considering GST as under 
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Particulars p..B.?se~1 _EJ~~se~~_j Total __ 
.~----_._-_._.._- "----,,--- -------- -_. 

Area (so.m) 3-
~

. __:;~~. ~~:~ __J ~~~9 . 
....QQ§!j:>er sgm·(4/201.§).Jll>i.f'L 

Inflation Rate 5% 5%----_._. ....--- ---.------_._--- ----- -- -------.-..- --.._----
Numberof yearsof inllation 73----_. 
Inflation Factor 1.16 1.41 _..._-_.._-~--. 

5.34 
~._-

3.68Normative cost(INi3.E.L~. 9.00 
Add: cost of GSE 

_. 
0.35063 0.98-

Add: cost of earth work 0.31 0.17 0.48 
~ _--_.~._......_.. - ....~.~._._.. 

Total~ost- N~rmalive f1NR~;:i ....__ . 6.28 
----- - ... - -_..--._---

4.20 10.48 
GST-18% C~er .s..q,mJINR) 979 1190._-,,-----
Total cost of GST (In 
~~~9800'97~::10A7

0.96&5550'1190 110 A7 0.66 1.62 
Total cost lncludlnq GST 7.24 4.86 12.10 
Costproposed by AAI(INR cr) 7.6 4.48 12.08 ..-----_._.

GST component is part of the total estimated cost as no benefit of 
GST input is accruing to the AAI on civil work. 

Hence AERA is requested to consider the total cost of Apron 
Rs.12.08 cr including the cost of site barricading and GST. 

Refer Para n-7.4.5 of Addendum -Semi Permanent Building 
The proposed construction to be done with civil works with glass 
facade, insulated roofing and incorporating minimum facility at par 
with existing finishes with minimum cost of construction, cannot be 
reused except counters & furniture and need to be disposed off after 
commissioning of new terminal building as scrap value as detailed 

-:lNAME OF WORK :- C/O Expansion & Renovation of 
Existing Terminal BUilding and other allied structures at 

........_...,,_......._- ..._....._._-"......_.._"..._--
% Remarks 
reusable .... 
6.0% Proposed structure 

become unusable 
and can be used as 

5.11 

...._.--......_-. 

NIL0.35 

. 
Nil1.26 

NIL0.23 

AAI has revised the cost 
estimates from earlier 
INR 35.23 crores to INR 
13.66 crores. The 
Authority earlier 
considered a normative 
cost of INR 18.50 
crores. As the cost 
proposed by AAI is less 
than the normative cost, 
the Authority proposes 
to revise the projections 
to the cost proposed by 
AAI, i.e. 13.66 crores. 
Further, the Authority 
relooked at the potential 
of reusing the assets. 
Some of these assets, 
like all equipment, have 
the potential of re-use. 
The Authority expects 
AAI to re-use these 
assets in the new 
project. Considering the 
significant proportion of 
such assets in the 
overali asset package, 
the Authority proposes 
to revise the residual 
value from 15% to 70%. 
The Authority further 
proposes to re-assess 
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Patna Airport

._~... 

Cost 
(crore)

--

Civil Work 

---_._------
Plumbing 
work 
Electrical 
work 
Fire Fighting 

.~. ---- -..---

___ .._--._.------------

._".~"-. 

-

scrap value only
 

Cannot be reused
 

._--_._-~_.__..--_._-"._- ..-1 
Cannot be reused 

..._._-_....
Designed for specific 
use of EOT8 

I 

! 

I 

I 

I 



the situation after HVAC & 0.S5 NIL As this is being ····_·_·'1· 
demolition of the semi BMS Works designed for specific 
permanent structure use of extension of III 

and its re-use during the Terminal only, 
second control period cannot be used at 
and make suitable 
adjustments thereon. I _ 

Development NIL 
__ ...0therl'lace_.~_~ I 
0.11 

I, Superior 
of Site 

2.84 NIL Cannot be reused 
Finishes 
Interior 0.73 NIL Cannot be reused 

Works ._ _.~ _ __~~ . 
PA System 0.3 NIL designed for specific 

use of extension of 
Terminal only 

ITSystem 0.34 designed for specific 
use of extension of 
Terminal only 

Dismantling 0.23 NIL 
and 
Demolishing 
Furniture 0.226 60% can 
and counters be re 

used 
Equipment 1.37 

crore 

From the above it can be seen that maximum part of proposed 
construction cannot be reused and can only be disposed off as scrap 
except furniture and counters which is 6.0% of the total cost as per 
standard norms. 

AERA is requested to consider residual value of assets Rs.0.43 cr 
(0.30 cr.-6% of Civil work & Rs.0.13 cr.-60% of Furniture and 
counters). 

_3.R~fl:lr_l'ara...,-7 .4,6~o.!AddElI"lcLU_I11_::C:0S t of!JEl.vv.!l:lrl11inall3lJildin.9 .__.~_. 
The Authority has noted the Regarding inclusion of GST and PMC cost in the new terminal I 
comments made by AAI building, GST component is part of the total estimated cost and no 
regarding the excess cost GST input is accruing to AAI on composite work. 
over normative cost, for the As regarding the PMC cost, it cannot be looked separate from 
new terminal building. The project expenditure as PMC carries out following work: • 
Authority has taken the • The initial design and tendering is being finalized by PMC only. 
normative cost of INR 1 • PMC shall also be ensuring that time line and project cost does 
lakh per sq. m. which not go beyond the estimate by ensuring proper utilization of 
includes the cost towards resources. 
roofs, wall cladding, • Thus PMC services save the project from hidden expenditure 
flooring, etc. AAI has not during execution of projects. 
pointed out the extra benefit I 
that will accrue to the users i AERA is re uested to consider cost of GST and PMC in total cost of 'due to the superior finish as I Terminal B~i1ding and needs to be considered fully in RAB. 
stated by them. I 

~ _~. ~__~~~~__ ....__.-Jl E 
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Addition made in last year RS.711.89 cr.
 
Cost of debt 60% of addition in FY 2022-23 Rs.427.13 cr.
 
Financing charges in FY 2022-23 Rs.34.30 cr considering debt
 
rate @ 8.03% p.a.
 

As per Authority's
 
guidelines, the financing
 
allowance is computed as
 
per the following formula:
 

Financing allowance = Rd
 
x UWIPAt-1 + (Capex - SC
 
- CA)/2]
 
Where, Rd = cost of debt
 
WIPAt-1 = Opening balance
 
of work in progress assets
 
Capex = Capital
 
expenditure incurred during
 
a year
 
SC = Capital receipts as
 
contribution from
 
stakeholders
 
CA =Commissioned assets
 

I 

The Authority notes that the
 
funding of actual quantum I

I
 

of loan and - rates not - ._.
_._~-_.~_.- -~-~-_.- are ---- __ __. 



l 

-I finalized. It-is"not"cTearwhen-··----·-·-······ " 1
 
the loan will be drawn and
 
its actual utilization.
 
Moreover, in the absence of
 
any data provided by MI,
 
the Authority is not sure of
 
the quantum of WIP and
 
capitalization over the
 
period. The Authority has
 
not proposed any financing
 
allowance in the project
 
cost. However, the
 
Authority proposes to
 
provide for financing
 
allowance if adequate
 
details are made available
 
by AAI before issue of Tariff
 
Order. If the same is not
 
available at present, the
 
Authority may consider the
 
quantum of financing
 
allowance at the time of
 
truing up in the second
 
Control Period. .L _
 

This issue with the approval of the Competent Authority, 

YOU~il\cereIY 
~ ~
/~~ 

»>: (D.K. Kamra) 
Executive Director (JVC & Tariff) 




